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Social Life Out in S. Viet Nam Colleges
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(EDITOR’S NOTE: Scott Moore, sophomore journalism major from Los Angeles,
spent two weeks preparing for whit he
hoped would be an e.c.lusiv Spartan Deily
interview with South Viet Nave’s Madera.
Nhu and/or her 18 -year-old daughter, In
Mo, during their visit to San Francisco
Monday. Unfortunately, after negotiating
all day with Madame’s press aide, Moore
was granted his interview, but it proved far
from exclusive. Other reporters, heretofore
Unaware of Moore’s maneuverings, sprinted
to his side outside the visitors’ Sheraton.
Palacesuite some minutes after Le Thuy
began replying to Moore’s questions. That
is why metropolitan dailies in the Bay Area
published interviews yesterday in which the
young visitor smilingly answered question
after question, nearly all carefully prepared
by Moore and just as carefully jotted down
by sharp eyed,
newsman.
keen eared
"W.11," sighs Moore, seeking some vestige
of comfort -she did look at rne while she
answered the qxestions!).
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Le Thuy changed more than just her
;Wu,. Form the shy, demure daughter
it the strong-willed Mme. Nhu, she {recall:, the Niptivating, fun -loving college
ored \he is.
Isuing the day Le Thuy appeared
slip and retiring as she dutifully :he:amp:dried her mother to a reception, a
speech, and a press conference.
The sloe-eyed beauty, howeser, seemed
to welcome the opportunity to step into
some of the limelight lett ,a.er when
Mme. Nhu retired to her rooms.
IN WESTERN GARB
The hall was neatly dark when Le
Thuy met this reporter for a special
interview outside her mom. Her radiant
personality, however, made up Mt the
lack of light,
In Westein costume, Le Thuy seemed
much like a typical SJS coed that
it was dilfa-ult to maintain an impersonal, repoi ter-like attitude.
Colleges in South Viet Nam are a subject the small Oriental beauty seemed
willing to discuss for hours. Her eyes
sparkled as she compared her college
with U.S. educational institutions.
Dainty hands, fragile as a China doll’s,
moved constantly as she emphasized a
point.
For this young lady, the "eternal tri-

Its SCOTT MOORE
The ra-rsonality ot dimity Le Thuy,
18 -yea: -old daughter of Mme.
Ngo Dinh NMI, changed dramatically
ii
with a simple change
;al,o(:1,1,,i.tyr.rana
DAILY
30 Incl.
WAYS

shy, demure daughter of Mme. Dinh
DAINTY LE THUYThe
an informal interview held after her
in
reporters
Nhu captivated
Monday. She compared college
Francisco,
San
in
mother’s speech
and the United States.
education in South Viet Nam

A 0:A10,4n:illy formal native costume
gil iNit
iic worn by Le Thuy pmsolineed "Ia. Twee" during the day was
shod iii lariir of a simple blue dress and
leri blouse as the hectic day ended for
the Iwo Vietnamese ladies.

’Battle’ Continues

;an Jose

SJS Group Suggests Four
Points For Saving Tower

Spattanet
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ar ,Iose Slate, (logged biota.
1.. I:0,1J Tower
standing got a
i,,alonday when a meeting of
I %lintels Development ("cmcame up nit h some solid
p.4,10- in favor ot restoring the
,Ni building.
The group drew Up four major
pints that attempt to show that
loot) keeping I lic Tower, ’rower
named full-time research co- liall, and Mo., - Dailey Audi404linator.
Cook is a veteran of World War
in which he flew 18 combat
mksions over Japan, anti the
lean conflier, in which he flew 17,
Nanbat missions. He completed the
requirements kir a B.A. degree (ii
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Dr. Aptheker
Hits Present
U.S. Policy
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the at, tis being used as "testing ground
techniques in warfare by
,leteria Rooms’ fur new
the Pentagon. The troops receive
Hitch
in this man , and most et:- combat -like training
ifflipra. tier," Aptheker added.
ii
’f’h,. Columbia University gradin the United
uate stated 111;1? 1111.11‘ is no priiof
that North Viet Nam
l:itcher pointed to the
,. ’1 is a "mono- and China are contributing to the
,
laxly which rebel rause with arms and sup,..ernment anti plies. He added that there is es iI he people." dence that arms have been homethat the made tir. are abandoned U.S. arms.
Calling Inc conflict in South
slaiald be
i .int ittit inn as Viet Nam a ’ dirty vrar." Apthelier
’
the 1700’s, urged that Om U.S. reverse its
Ili,
",. can...Illation support cfl the Diem
ol Naomi added that it the I’S. maild ssithr.".rmirent," he draw Diem ...NH tall He Nam
urged that eleetions muter the ails.ion th,.
and audience
answer tpiiieue.siwof the United Nations should
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4. he loos musty perarl ’apt heker noted that he.
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have entailed this semester :is compared
(4; 12(1.:100 last year.
The inerease represents a "normal planned grovvth factor" plus
a larger number of students than
anticipated pontinuing their education at state eolle,:es. instead ,it
transferring to other colleges.
- -

EMERY A. COOK
... resigned as of Nov. I
itirharii
rwenII
14P110101m1
researeh coordiraii(o :viva’ Cook
posirkin
of asmoved up to the
sistant to the prosident
When Cook joined the faculty
six years icgui, he ad" 14. C’ol. Cook,
irrofessor cii cii’ ....Hence and Nonthe AFROTC.
ni:incline
He retired Irom the Air Forc’e’
in NTay. 1962, and was appointed
hall -time assistant to the college
’,resident :mil hall -time coordinator
ia
tnt Aticust hr. became full -lime
Ii-istant to the la, Heat, and Yoa
-

RICHARD F. YO0
... new assistant
the University of California in
1934.
Voo joined the SJS faculty in
1962, as an assistant
September,
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Wild Guesses Win
For Tom Westberg

SJS Coed Victim
Of Attempted Rape

TIHREATENIEI) %VITO PIST01.-11111PIN(l-1,01tEBIAN
the
Wis.
l’s’AS111Ntl’11)N
Honse IWO Rep, Henry. Gonzalez, II)-Ttrx.,. slugged him jasi outside
the Iloitse chamber yesterday after first threatening to pistol-whip
him
TOM

WESTBERG
. . . a wild guess

he filled out the entry blank. so
he lust guessed :it all the sum nc’
No

One

glies,eil

all

correctly. boo Westherk via, the
closest of the three who racked
five correctly
His predictions were: Idaho 21,
’in,. was not (Ines lioi !appal the rebel,.
S.IS 12; Ohio State 19, Wisconsin
ir,a called the
1l1:11
Illy
Vro,11,
told
Aptheker
13: Notre Dame 21, Stanford 1();
Ii al list of eva- he was "a leader of the (
Navy 27, Pittsburg 12: WashingKENNI:DV WINS CIVIL itirasTs BILL DISI’UTE
lie
p
%%heti
"
l’arty in the
WASIII:sa ill IN rUPI) -The }loose Judiciary.. Ortimittee handed ton 22. nregoti 14 and Fresno
n’:is linable to aSked alkali the ConinitittiNt policN
Angeles State 17.
President KAnriedy a major civil rights victory yesterday by clearing State 23,
toward Chilla
Today’s unit’’, blank IS Olt page
the way
;,pprovid of a moderate bill in place ol tate he regarded
Icy
spoir.ored
%%,i,
talk
The
eight,
:is too tough to visa Congress.
TAM’.
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1. To tear (art all of the underground plumbing, elentrieal hookups, etc., would cost $300.000. This
money could be Used to buy 27
acres of land between South Ninth
and 10th Streets. facing San Carlos, on which cook’ be limn a
high-rise classroom building
2. Money to restore Tower 11:111
has already been appropriated by
Ihe state legislature. Any other
,c- would insolse drawing ap
and receiving an app,,,pria.
tam. are all time eOnStinling
3. It would only take 24-28
months to renovate ToWer Ito II
and the building WotIldIcereadY
for use by fall, 1966. Any (alier
building couldn’t be ready tintil
fall. 1968.

4. Therefore, the committee eon eoidd
chided. Towel’
stored and a new high-rise buildcording in a report from Chancel- ing could be omstructed, all for
lor liumke’s office.
the same cosi of tearing down
For example. about 184100 stu- Tower Ilall and replacine it with
dents had been predicted to reg- a new buildina
ister Oct SJS this fall.
The point, will he presented to
Fintollment at SJS this semesthe Trustees when Toner Hall is
ter is about 10 per cent higher considered again. possibly ui
than it was last fail, when 17,357 N4.. 8 meetint
students registered.
The increase in continuing stir,lents has caused the state colleN.
4,4tation budget estimate,:
a21.269 to be off 1,4 per cent.
More faculty members have been
alded to those campuses where
: he increase in unexpected enrollment was the greatest. the C’hancellor’s office explained in its

life
Juni,a
\Vest her
Tom
science major from Santa Cruz,
matte "saina wild guesses" and report,
won the latest Spartan Daily USA
F:nrollment at the other state
colleges this semester is: California
Flying Football eontest.
Westbet k. who said he 11;1,1 been state Iolleae at Hayward, 2.354:
eauecting tee:iris all se,, -,41 !or
1’4 H, Kellogg Campus. 3.9211;
Pols. San Luis Obispo, 6.383:
the entry lert them I?’ iota’the i 1.0
-4176; Fresno, 8,004; Hum 1.441411 2,628: Long Beach. 13,084:
cc: iliac. 3,747. Sacramento, 8.432:
Sin Diego, 14 7111; San Fernando
Valley, 10,122. San Franvisen, 15, ’Iii
sonorna. 739: and St:met:ins,

World Wire
Foreman said Gonzalez "ormpletely lost his heart’’ in anger over
comments 1.,(renuin made aboat Cartizakrz %citing reefed in a speech
last Vkeekend.
DICILLEIts 11()13E SHAFT TO TRAPPED fiERSIANS
Germany itilild A giant. Antertean made drill rig, the
largest in \Vest Germany, yesterday began boring a rescue shalt to
three miners trapped In an air pocket 262 feet below the surface in
a flooded iron mine
tics:ore leaders dal not have the heart to tell them it will be
late Wednesday or s4,metimt. Thursday la.lore they can Ix, brotight
lip in :cr. 1,1,1111. ciiieolle. The three men liaVe spent nearly five days
in their andervoilind prison already

The loin’ point,
t he committee state

enrollment at all the state colleee oampiesos is up
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cent
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.. deadline for

me Cis Society , hout
bong Roadblock
o Communism

plunk,.

Total

Ily STEVE AcIOST.%
A self-asoneil lead.a. (4!
communist Party in the I’llited
,hates
attacked the present U.S.
:Navy loWard Sunlit Viet Nan,
last night in Convert Hall.

Dr. Ifertlert Aptheker, author,
lecturer and director of the New
York School of Aliirxist Studies.
!old the assemble! group that
billion, and
the l S
!mops Ngo Dinh Doan would fall
land the mass of pea aila. who are
against the regime a:,: lit take
over.
"The pearl,. of S,aith Viet Nam
despise I4iern and hale the I S.
rohn f6rch
at
.,,.,,,,ter.day. invaders." said Al4theker
t
o
n
Vat Nam
that South
to say e
on c
morrit.

iii,

torrire, and c iratructing a new
high-rise (.1.1- :,ron building are
feasible.
At present, the State College
Floarai of Trustees is considering
font. plans for the closed Ian:1mark. The first three plans in volve tearing down portions of
’rower Hall. The fourth plan call,
tor a complete restma. 444n of the
bulkling.

SIS Leads State Colleges
In fall Enrollment Figures

WA?

I.
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that greeted them at Hai -.4,
-r
ere
regained composure and indicated
uine friendliness toward the othei .4- (led
campuses.
Reading oecupies a major shai( of
this student’s time. In athlition
olearl
texts. "I enjoy very much to lead
American novels."
NO DATES
Youth in South Viet Nam do not dare
each other as they do in Amer:: ,
said. In fact, boys and girls are f,a4
to touch each othet until 1414.
married.
"It is indecent," she declared, "because when a boy meets a girl it min,
be for the first and only time."
EQUALITY
Women in the Vietnamese household.
onee married. h a , 44.ionc,
soeial
equality with the::
said.
’In fact, Vietnamese .s4.:::
more
rights than American ... a
.(aind a
Pressing the cauo
little mote, she
, Vietnamese women can :letually freeze bank
accounts of their spouses when they
want to.
The interview over, I left the Oriental
coed standing in the darkened hall, her
eyes still gleaming like a
contented kitten.
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angle" means a daily routine of attending classes, going home, and studying.
These occupy almost every moment of
her day, she said.
A flawless, easily understood. English
characterized her talking. She learned
English in high school and appears to
speak it more fluently than her mother.
At Urns:41,0y of Saigon she is a first year me-med ma an. Lady doctors are
riot too common In her country. she
says, but she nants to be one just the
same.
’GO TO CLASS’
Rolling -lawn campuses as we know
them are non-existent at Vietnamese colleges, she said. Colleges are simply
Places to "go to class."
Students study for careers as engineers, atomic physicists and architects.
As IA’ Thuy spoke, a medal on a chain
around her neck, imprinted with the
Vaain Mary, swayed gently when she
moved about to answer questions,
Dead silence that seemed to knock
against the walls and make the hall
even darker ensued when the subject of
American universities was brought up.
Ilarvard was the name that caused
her to throw a little verbal jab or two
at U.S. colleges.
Indicating unhappin4., about pa ri

An attractive 23 -year -old blonde
SJS coed was the victim of an attempted rape last night about 6:30
near campus, according to police
records.
She was in the process of preparing to wash some clothes in
her apartment house’s washroom
\then
the attacker entered.
She
immediately screamed and the attackei fled.
Persons hearing
the scream
Nursed the suspect and overtook
him at Seventh and
William
Streets. Police officers Dave Slattery and 1301) Terry arrived on the
scene and arrested the suspect.
Booked at county jail on an at.
tempted rape charge was Aubrey
Aust in Siellaieh, 2:1-yelir-old laborer
Who
gave
his liddress
S
Vol11111 St.

Student Council
To Discuss
Budget Items
are

liudgel

today’s
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College Union.
Vice President B01( 1’, ..(no said
will he
that two budget reqii,.
oncerns
presented to council (
, ...het is
the Athletic Derri..
requestinv two non .4. Ii \vagons
to replar, the
an
The seNind repo-.
,
the cheerleaders vvho
to accompany th, !..11
teatfl
1
2
1:’1111
1 game’cm eth: it
In other matters, the council
will aproiint a second graduate repre,entative. The name of the appointee has not been revealed, vie,
Pres. Pisano stated.
Also on the agenda is ASI1 con:
mittee interviews which mil he
11(.1(1 Nov. 8-15. ASH Per,intiel
()Meer Jim Sparling said that
sit ions will be open for Spiii tan
From the Start, Reeognitnin Committee. Hospitalits Commit r.
Summer Fool. i I of Art and A-,
let it’ Sppoial I Naos coabiaaa.
B filed.
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By DIANE MAUZY
Fature Editor
An incident in Dallas. Texas. last weekend succeeded in marring
not only the Itith anniversary of the United Nations organization,
but also the cause for democracy and peace.
Adlai Stesenson. United States ambassador to the U.N., was
struck by a poster and spat upon after speaking in the southern
city. Despite an enthusiastic welcome, the cold memory of the
actions of a few anti-U.N. demonstrators lingers bitterly.
The disrespect and abuse heaped upon Ambassador Stevenson
disgraced the United States in the eyes of the world. In Los Angeles. South Viet Nain’s Madame Nhu exploited the opportunity
to assert that not all Americans condone the U.S. or U.N.’s criticisms of Ngo Diem’s government.
But the implications of such incidents hurt more deeply. They
help to undermine the high esteem and prestige in which Stevenson
is regarded internationally as an ambassador of the United States.
To some, the U N. has been, in a political sense, a disappointment. It has not solved ideological differences nor stopped the
cold war.
However, the Organization has vastly fulfilled its three basic
purposes: To help countries settle their differences peacefully: to
provide the means for peace-loving nations to act collectively
against an aggressive nation: .and to help create better economic.
health and educational conditions throughout the world.
Further, the United Nations has stopped the blood spilling in
Palestine. Indonesia and Kashmir. The Organization played a part
in resolving the 1S48 Berlin crisis, preserved the independence of
South Korea, and prevented a full-scale civil war in Africa.
Even with so many positive results. the United Nations remains
objectionable to a few. This matters not, but the "superpatriotism"
demonstrated in Texas serves only to further the Soviet Union’s
propaganda program in the battle for the minds of men.
The United States’ effort to demonstrate democracy’s maturity
to the world has suffered.
These demonstrators are drunk and duped with the drink of
anachronistic patriotism. We will live in a better world when someon, sheis them tlp

Halloween Pranks:
Students’ Conduct
In Local Spotlight
Suakin goblins are in i position to prose their maturity
tomorrow when they leave their
residences in search of good.
clean Halloween fun.
Most student organizations
have decided not to plan any
special events for Halloween
evening, so the student will more
than likely find himself on his
own.
"We know the students can,
and hope they will conduct themselves at the mature level of
which they are capable," stated
Dean of Students Stanley C.
Benz,
Dr. Benz indicated that student organizations have assumed
responsibility for the behavior
of their members in hope that
over-exuberent hobgoblining can
be kept down to a minimum.
The administration is in wholehearted agreement with the idea
that the students should take it
upon themselves to control any
redoubtable behavior.
"The college does not expect
the students to be treated differently than any other citizen
when he gets in trouble with
the law," Dean Benz said in
respect to the handling of any
fly-galccurrences.

U.S.-Soviet Policy Reversals
Result of Cold War Thaw
Foreign News Commentary
By PHIL NEWsreil
UPI Foreign Ni-as Analyst
A world which for years
based its foreign policy on the
Soviet Union’s ability to make
war now finds itself in the midst
of a curious reversal.
Policy makers now must consider the Soviets’ ability to make
peace. The question is a matter
of serious debate and already
has had an effect on U.S. relations with the U.S.S.R.
For example, except for the
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present seeming cold war thaw,
it scarcely seems conceivable
that the United States ever
would have considered lifting its
embargo and seriously negotiating with the Soviet Union for
the sale of $250 million worth of
wheat.
Wheat long has been on the
list of strategic materials banned for sale to a potential enemy.
And in the United States it
has aroused debate whether
such a sale and a revision of
U.S. trade policies furthers the
cause of peace or simply tides
the Soviet Union over an emergency from which it can emerge
to press still harder the cause
if aggressive world communism.
Less directly related but a
factor is the same question in
the reaction of West Germans
to the successful airlift of art
entire U.C. division to Germany.
Despite U.S. reassurances to the
contrary, it aroused in Germans
the fear that the U.S. intends to
reduce its troop strength in
Europe.
TIMING AND INTENT
Involved in the Soviets’ ability to make peace are matters
both of timing and intent.
On the matter of timing, it is
noteworthy that Soviet foreign
policy took on a {_Tenter degree
of caution immediately after the
Cuban crisis just a year ago
this month.
The question of intent is even
more important.
In the present thaw, did Ni-
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POINTS UP TROUBLE
Khrushchev’s announcement
of the Soviet Union’s withdrawal from the moon race has been
taken as a measure of the
country’s economic difficulties.
Russian grain harvests are estimated at between 15 and 20
per cent below average. New
dust bowls are threatened as
result of a policy which ordered
grasslands plowed up for planting. Fertilizer and irrigation programs will take years to implement.
These are factors which
"pushed Khrushchev into his
present position. They are no
measure 01 intent, and are but
momentary in any measure of
the Soviet desire to make peace.
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kita Khrushchev jump or was
he pushed?
The evidence is that he was
pushed, despite the fact that coexistence with the West has for
years been a proclaimed Soviet
policy.
Devious and secretive as are
the ways of communism, its
practitioners often are amazingly frank in discussions of internal difficulties.
And recent discussions in Soviet publications indicate Soviet
planners expect Russian difficulties to get worse before they
get better.
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Rick Oblund, pre -dental, freshman:
"It’s just going to be another birthday like
all the rest for me. I don’t think I’d want to
go out and whoop it up although you’d think
that people would naturally want to go out
drinking. I wouldn’t throw a party myself, but
if someone else does it for me it’d be O.K."
Cest 1,1

Secretary McNamara

Best Defense
Dollar Can Buy
By JOHN SOT RIALL
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara is treading on a lot of
toes these days. In doing so, he
has one goal: Ii,give the U.S.
Taxpayer the best defense for
his dollar.
So far, he has put the armed
forces under strict civilian control and they no longer have say
on how money alloted to them
shall be spent. He has cut waste
and duplication and increased
inter-service cooperation. In so
doing, U.S. military striking
power has been greatly increased.
It hasn’t been easy. Recently
the Navy got a poke in the nose
in that Navy Secretary Fred
Korth was dumped because of
personal
problems,
Admiral
George Anderson was dumped
because of his outspoken negative attitude Oil McNamara’s
policy and the newest naval aircraft carrier was denied nuclear
power.
Although Anderson is now
Ambassador to Portugal, he can
still be heard. He says McNamara’s policy is leading towards
friction between military and
civilian command levels, disregard of the importance of small
margins of weapon superiority
and overcentralization "conducive to the compounding of mistakes."
In the end, all of Anderson’s
complaints are due to McNamara’s tightening of the purse
strings. But Anderson is still
concerned mainly with weapon
superiority and is worried that
neglect of the small margins can
mean men’s lives.
Although there are many cases
in history where marginal weapon superiority has made a difference, there are many cases
where it made none.
In the air war over Europe the
M.E. 109 could out maneuver the
U.S. Thunderbolt. Yet, our pilots
seemed to have little trouble
the enemy
knocking down
fighter. In Korea, the Is -R6 Saber
Jet was heavier, slower and not
as maneuverable as the Mig-15.
Yet, for every F -R6 lost, the enemy lost 14 Migs.
The small margin of superiority is important, but not as important as Anderson says it is.
The most important factor in
increasing a man’s chance of
survival is his training and experience. !lasing a slight edge
won’t help him if he is ignorant
of his weapon capabilities in the
first place.
McNamara realizes the. and
another point. The nature of the
infantry ground war has shifted
in emphasis to quick, mobile
strike groups. McNamara has
been building a force of this type

Margie McCoy
* * *
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Jim Beam, pre-med, %op
"I’m going to go out and get drunk. Aetss.
I don’t know, after all, it’s quite a ways /M
I am going to celebrate though. I’m not
10 do anything really different. All that beim.
really means is that you have more (re,: .
legally. The age of 21 is just an arbitrary di
siding line between those who are to br,
responsibility and those who aren’t ’

ee
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By BILL SOLIDAY
Photos by Anna Lou Dyson
What do you plan to do when you turn 21?
Dave Kusanaugh, biological %Ciente, fr,.51
man:
’That’s really a good question. I iss,
won’t come home for three or four niglr
guess I’ll have a party to celebrats I ,
think that when someone turns
right into a new jacket, hut SOCe’’
think so. I don’t feel a 21 -yea,
worthy of the change that mess?
think he is."

Vince Guaraldi

et this

21st Birthday Plans?
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Tickets are budget-priced
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Question Man

U.S. Suicidal Rate
Above World Par
Suicide is the 111th ranking
cause of death in the United
States, according to insurance
statistics,
At least 20,000 Americans destroy themselves every year. hut
because suicides are sometimes
"hushed up," the figure may be
as high as 25.0(10 or 30,000.
On a world wide basis, the
U. S. rate of 10 suicide deaths
per 100,000 population is about
average. Countries reporting
higher rates are Japan 124.11,
Austria 122.81. and Denmark
122.51. Ireland has the lowest
suicide rate with only 2.6 per
100,000.
Within the United States,
however, there is wide fluctuation. Nevada has reported a rate
of 20.7 while South Carolina reported only 9.9.
Research at the Los Angeles
Suicide Prevention Center shows
that eight out of 10 suicides
might have been prevented if
certain clear CHI clues had been
recognized For example, t hewremarks were made by persons
who later destmyed themselves:
"My family would he better
off without me."
"Here’s my watch. I’ll have no
further use for it."
’This is the last straw. This
is all I needed."
Persons making such remarks
are not necessarily suicide prone,
but when afflicted with other
conditions such as prolonged illness or depression, they may be
seriously contemplating selfdest

Why worry about your
cleaning? Let WATKINS
CLEANERS pick it up
and deliver it two days
later to your door.
Good Cleaning and
Finishing

Free Pickup and Delivery

. service Twice a Week

Watkins Cleaners
Phone 269-6592

10th

Bill Trindle, mechanical engineering junk
"I’ll be living in :01 apartment v..
of mine and I expect we’ll haw
It’ll be in the summer and Ills
working away from home. It’ll be s
party with suits and ties, I hope. k..
any beer, only hard liquor."
Dave Smith, elementary education. junior:
"I may have a party with my intimate
friends. I don’t really plan on doing anything
in particular otherwise. Being 21 won’t make
much difference to me except that then I’ll be
able to get my unapproved apartment so that
I won’t have to worry about making meals on
time and getting up at 6:30 in the morning.
I’m one who likes to stay up late at night and
sleep in in the morning."
Dallas McPherson, elemental-% -liii tin
senior:
"My birthday is a week front
I don’t know what I’m going to .
things are pending but anythirw
yet. One thing I will like abos
that I’ll be able to open a charv,
out having to have a co-siens,
being able to take care of yoi !
appeals to me."
siSersesSesWsessees-sssssSe
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This traditional Homecoming
Corsage is perfect for your
d ate on this special occasion.
Buy a ticket for 75c from a
Gamma Phi pledge this week.
Flowers to be picked up at
Rose Marie Florist.
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and the training involved it, theroughest In the world.
McNamara is no diplomat.
This is one reason why the hue
and cry born the Pentagon.
When he tells someone what
goes, he tells someone what goes.
To get anything done today,
it seems necessary to step on
somebody’s toes. In dealing with
the Pentagon, McNamara has
put his best foot forward. If he
keeps it up, he may be the best
Secretary of Dpfen.t, the US.
ever had.

Sue Da% len, general education, Junior:
"I’m going to Lake Tahoe when I turn 21
next summer. I want to gamble. I was at Lake
Tahoe this summer with my parents and my
boy friend and played the slot machines, but
I felt guilty when I won. Next summer I’ll be
able to do it legally. Also, I’d like to go to the
San Francisco night clubs- legally."

Alma and Almaden Rd.
"MARY. MARY"
"GYPSY"
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1st & Son Salvador
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"IAWRINCE OF ARABIA"

1969 Alum Ro .1
South Screen
"SHAMELESS SEX
"DESPJERATE WOMEN
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"THE CURSE OF
’ 4 D MAN
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years too early."
JAMES BALDWIN
"James lialdani is one of the
greatest things that has happened
to this countty, especially at this
time, he declared. "Few can express the ideas of Ile Negro on
ii huh Gregor’’’. the level of the white collar
worker like Baldwin does."
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’Traveling Hootenanny’ Comes
To Civic Auditorium Tonight
ness in all its divergent aspects
The "’Ira’. ding
and has other interests. For int avn tonight, ekis coming
stance, he is a ioracious realer
ing the audience a chance to
of great navels and political and
sing along in iolk song
economic tneors, while ;he realm
The San Jose Civic Auditorium is the place where Lou Gott- 01 Bach and Schonberg is as familiar to him as the decor of the
lieb, The Modern Folk Quartet.
"hungry
Bessie Griffin and the Gospel
In 1938 he became Dr. Louis
Peals. The Knob Lick Upper
Gottlieb with a Ph.D. in mu10.000, and Lynn Gold will persicology. His dissertation was
form at 8:3C.
an edition of 21 hitherto unpubGottlieb, bassist and lofty
lished cyclic masses of the 15th
comic spokesman for the Limecent ur y. ’Fascinating," says
liters will act as master of
Gottlieb, "but hardly the stuff
ceremonies. His special tradeto support my wife and two
mark cn stage is a delightful
children." He returned to show
horlesquing ot the university
business as a single comic bepedant, the teacher who knocks
cause "I’m a performer and if
himself out user the jokes in
I go three weeks without perChaucer wnile his restless and
forming I set sick."
puzzled class has nothing on its
GOsPISI. PEARLS
collectiie mind that happened
One ot the stoops he will inearlier than last night’s date.
This is the type of humor Gott- troduce are Bessie Griffin and
the Gospel Pearls, who speciallieb will be portraying at toize in the Negro spiritual. The
night’s event.
group has successfully appeared
He is interested in show busiMiss

at the Ash-Groi e, the Insomniac,
and the Cloisters, all in Los Angeles; the Sugar Hill in San
Francisco. the Bear in Chicago,
and the Inquisition in Vancouver,
Canada. Accompanying them on
the piano will be Charles Barnett.
Another singer to be introduced by the famed Limeliter
spokesman will be Lynn Gold,
fresh from her appearance on
the ABC-TV program "Hootenanny."
FOLK QUARTET
The Modern Folk Quartet will
also appear. They have recently
trade a Warner Bros. album,
which is already climbing the
hest -selling recoil! lists.
The Knob Lick Upper 10010
will also be there. presenting
"blue grass for moderns" is
compared to the Limeliters’
"folk music for nsi !isns."

New Art Exhibit
Presented Nov. 4
A two-man esti!! isn of paint ings by the distorsikhed Bay
Area painters. Louis Siegriest
and Lundy Sicistiest, sill be on
slew Nsis 4-27 in the College
At t Gallety
The Gallery., located in the
Art Building, is open (tom 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. on weekdays and
1:15 to 5 p.m. on Sundays during the run of each exhibition.

Students Present
Oral Interps
I:’. cry craftsman needs a market, a place where he can air
his goods for public appraisal
and consumption. The stage is
the showcase for dramatic productions and curtain time is a
very important moment to all
performers and people involved
in stagecraft.
To provide more opportunities
for student actors. directors and
oral interpretation readers to
display their skills and test new
and creative ideas, the Studio
Hour was Initiated. Studio Hours
are regularly scheduled times
(Tuesdays or Thursdays at 3:30)
when people from the Speech
Department and Drama Department can perform before an
audience.
The public is invited to attend
these informal hours in the Studio Theater,
Dr. Dorothy Hadley and Dr.
Courtaney Brooks, associate professors of speech, are arranging
and directing the program.
The readers and their selections are: Lois Rolland. "The
True Story of the Hare and the
Tortoise" by Lord Dunsany;
hot-thy Brown. "The Truth
About Toads- by James Thurber; Mary Ellen Stevens, -The
Pearl" by John Steinbeck; Wilma McLeod, "Silent Snow: Secret Snow" by Conrad Aiken;
Terry Somodi, "The Lift That
Went Down Into Hell" by Par
Lagerkuist; Patricia Ward. "The
Boarded Window" by Ambrose
Bierce; Gary Sacco, "Lord of
the Flys" by William Golding.

MODERN FOLK QUARTET
j11111111111111111111111111111111111111MiniWOMEN S WOOL

STRETCH
SLACKS
Black, red, green
and
black white check
Sae, 8 18
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E SKI SWEATERS
for
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Mon and Womcn

19.95 - 49.50

FREEMAN’S
SPORT CENTER
244
Son

South 2nd

Five SJS Students
Exhibit Paintings
Holt Mtirr., part-time art instructor at San Jose State:
Peter Teneau, graduate student;
Richard Mills, graduate student,
Daryle Webb, staff graphic artist in the audio-visual dept.; and
Stephen Daly. student, have
combined their efforts in producing a comprehensive exhibit of
sculpture now in its last week at
The Horse’s Mouth Gallery in
Saratoga.
The show is comprised of 31
works in cast hronze. cast aluminum, and clay, and demonstrates the artists’ skill as
foundrymen as well as their individual inventiveness in an impeach to three - dimensional
The sculptors own their
at n foundry, and have created
their own facilities and tools for
the casting and finishing of the
sculpture. In spite of the fact
that the castinss facilities are
shared, each artist retaire; a
distinct and original personal
identity in his work.
The exhibit will continue
through Sunday. Nos’. 3. Gallery
hours are Tuesday throligh Sat7, to. Suninslay, 11 it in
day. 1 to 5 I,
I
Id

Your European -made car deeds
years of experience
I{
Repair of Volkswagen

our

MEN’S GLEE CLUBH. Brent Heisinger, assistant professor of music, directs his newly
formed men’s glee club at practice. Front row
(I. to r.) are Ralph Todd, Fred Gandel, Jim
Brockman, George McConnell, Harold Sundquist, Richard Meyer, Barry Stevenson, Dave
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TWO S
TACOS

October, 19:12 a boy was horn
to a large family, living on relief
in St. Louis, Missouri. October,
1963 he grew into the social
satirist Dick Grego)’, noted for
telling his feelings on the civil
rights problem in this country.
His views, brought out through
jokes, have been heard on numerous TV shows. in the "hungry i," and at the Spartan
Cafeteria.
Upon talking to Gregory, he
becomes greatly involved in discussing the segregation problem. Later he commented, "I
duck the problem, though I
never go into a clty where there
is segregation."
A public action dealing with
civil rights was last summer’s
March on Washington. So Gregory commented on what he felt the
March achieved. "It showed that the Negro is not violent. Because
of such a large group many whites thought violence would occur,
but it did not."
BLACK MUSLIMS
He had a word for tlie Black Muslims, too. Gregory referred
to this group as a "corn on my foot." "I could go to the doctor to
take it off, but as soon as I put tight shoes on again, it comes right
back."
Gregory not only talks about the Negro problem, but he writes
about it. His book -The Back of the Bus" is a current seller
on the bookstore shelves, He has recently completed another one
called -Shake It and Take II," which he doubts will ever be published because "the truth Irightens people when it’s been away
too long."
CURRENT EVENTS
Gregory likes to talk about anything that is current in his performances. So, naturally. Madame Ngo Dinh Nhu of South Viet
Nam comes to the fore.
"As much as I’d like to forget about her. I can’t." quipped
Gregory. -The only past she is doing in this country is enabling
us to look at the monster We’re creating in Viet Nam" Gregory
bitterly added, "What s wrong
with the American people who
sidled out the red carpet for her
in Texas and spat in Adlai Stesenson’s face when he went to
the same place?"
Gregory gets into many controerdal problems, but he enjoys his work. When asked if he
takes a vacation from his hectic
schedule, the satirist sail. "This
is my vacation "

Wilson, and Dave Olson. Back row (I. to r.) are
Cecil Robinson, Gary Cooke, Mike Williams,
Jim Talluto, Gordon Edwards, John Worthington, Ron Katsyama, Jim Heiner, Jules Loven+hal, Chris Hungerland, Dennis Smith, Rex Zimmerman, and Jack Rainey.

numbers. They have had only
two meetings, hot already the
chorus has formed commito ,
and looked at blazers.
though 11 of the group orto’l
music majors, the,s worked out
and perfected a number in 20
minutes, according to Professor
I leisinger.
-The group’s geru.i.it
N to provide all
.,,Itilvkhile
men’s is. ii
said Heisinger.
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE PROGRAM
If you’re a male student 21 to 30, majoring in business, liberal arts,
physical education, or any general field of concentration explore the vast
opportunities with Thrifty . . . Thrifty management. Representative, Mr.
Tirbak will be on campus Mon., Nov. 4, interviewing students for Thrifty’’
management trainee program. Ask him about:
Starting salary of $425
Promotions on ability and reef t.
* Yearly bonuses
Unmatched profit sharing

COSTUMES GALORE
to, W,rtiie, n Spooks n Thrtg,
Come in and find
the real you!

Goodwill Costume Rental

4th and St. James

Kerry O’Brien
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A faculty recital, presented by
the College Music Department,
sill he given by music instructor Nancy Codas:ion 1:30 p.m.
ternm row in Concert Hall. She
will play eight pieces on the
harp.
Her performance will begin
is it h I In Ca bezon’s "Pad. tine "
Othi a .f,nizo: will he Bach.,
s" la hussy’s "En I
Piiikiliers "Prelude in C,"
and Salzedo’s "Chanson del Is
Nuit " She will end her concert
toil Ii Fa
"Tinata in E mi-

Free Parking
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8:13 p.m. in the College
Theater.
Matinees will he No’.. ti and
9
at 2 p.m.
The play, directed h Or. Ns
W. Payee, associate pnifessorsf
drama, will have Rodger Web,
ster as its stage manager. ss.
sisting him sill he David
Kahn.
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It Marian Stave.
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By STAN NASCIMENTO
Fine Arts Editor

SJS’s Men’s Glee Club Organized
To Provide ’Worthwhile Vocal Literature’

h
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Mercedes

Technical Crew
Named for ’Rip’

til 9 00
7-4609

THRIFTY on DRUG STORES Co. Inc.
Make

appointment at the Placement Office

-oral

Crew
’Rip’

New Pledges
To Model
This Friday

Mailbox
By RON LEINIO

Exchange

al Long Hearn State colieta.
pended tor disertounation," the exchange editor one. ’’The exchange editor didn’t tell all of the story
se..e..it .-.1sisters stated discriminatingly. There is More to the story.

’,oil each ol Ilio
Twelve pledges I
State -olorities tt oli
San Jose
Friday afternoon
model tashions
annual pledge (astir ’ii
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follows: Alpha Chi
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Smith:
to Zeta, Cand
i.1,:ii
Beta, Nail’s sh.otts,
Elaine Olson. IYappa Alpha Theta
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Sherry I I. At eii;
:ND,
Gamma. Shei.ry lYing; Phi
Diane Boos: and Surma
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SAE SISTERS SMILEEic;h’
a total of 25 gather prior

rn,.rnbcrs out of
io their recent
Wednesday afternoon mi-..ating. Little Sisters of

Minerva, affiliated with SAE fraternity, originated prior to the Civil War but did not become
a national organization until 1952.

AE Little Sisters of Minerva
re Part of Civil War History
1.111%,
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Thos Christmas

will accept your reservation
a Chartered DC-8 Jet via Capital International Airways.

./.

Ist ClassRound Trip
Leave S.F. Dec. 20. Evening
Return January 5, 1964

Call for Reservations
P.M.
Noon 2:00
Mon. - Wed. - Fri.
Wayne Lee
294-0617
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prosent your staff or ASS cant

Movie & Still
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rentals

Supplies
Equipment
printing
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Dick kussman (B.A.. 1’
\LA.. I’
.. its the shoort span
ef three tears, has adt mired through Pacific Telephone’s
management achievement program to %slim the t.tinipank
terms "district

staff supervisor in charge of management and non-management training.
Pick has shown his capacitv (sr increased responsibiliiio-. and has opened tip a bright future for himself with

Its his
jolt at- slit isional conmuircial supeixisoor. lie
in the athisirlistt,ition of over 271at sal solo-etilooa
accounts in the Lie, Niuit It’s area.
his iss his short telephone career. Dio k has had tespotisilolo assignments in the marketing. trifle and plimi o
!Shot- to) his latest promotion- he spent numb a

the Telephone I :I oripany. The proof is in his rapid advancement I.. a managerial position at the district level.
Di, I, [sus -quail, like oother young men. is impatient to
happen for his romp.itlY and himself. There
make
Is restlessness is more %ye!, tone.1
ate feu, plie es 55 bet’s’
oi
aided 01311 ill the fast-growing telephone. 1111,1,--.
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RESULTS OF THE SUSPENSION
are no longer allovved
Since the sororities are suspended,
1.) participate in college sponsored events.
Photographs and information concerning the grourts. Cattr101 lus’
includi.s1 in the yearbook, newspaper or student handbook. ’IT.
1,trty-Niner said the name Long Beach State College can no
sororities. Mrs. Hindley said she felt the
lo associated with
it 11.iit college recognition
sororities e",11,1
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The Awful-Movie
Tonight, October 30f6

41,
"WORK
OF
ART"

’DUEL IN THE SUN
Gregory Pock * Jennifer ,lone
Lionel Barryrnora

’Weaker/. N t 4.155555.1r t malt

6:30 and 9:1S showings

I

HIV
5".- k\lt
L-\\\ 11 I.e.
PIZZA ENIIN)K11

1

oiscouisz wizw A58 CARD

rt Cleasierm

i2860 So. First St.AA 7-8390
1 mile South of fairgrounds
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Sooty ..
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511,alia receives ail SR monthlt
cash grant, food, clothing and special medical care.
Thanks to the financial aid sht
receives from her foster parents
Susanna has the opportunity of attending school. She is in the third
grade.
At least once every three a., t.
the Thetas receiye a letter f
their foster child, who lives a
her mother in a slimi sect Pal ..!
51 15511
tel
1St ter, usually
Susana’s
iielsdf, her schcol and ht
pal. ’P.
i. her t..-.
’ odtgran
.15, .1 11,1,. I.; Connie
edtic.i
assistant fruiter
tlon HI 111’111;in

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Theta
TELEPHONE MAN-OP-THENIONTH

5101 :11.1155 5(554
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Jun iorite
Skirts
Tailored to
make the
most of
your figure

A

Wools and Nylon
Wool Blends

5’i" and
Co.
(press 3-6383

under
5 to 13

TO SI 5. FACULTY AND
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Juniors
7 to 15
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contribute $15 monthly toward th
child’s sapradt. From this money
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OPEN TOtilONT
’T;L 9:00
Roberts Book Store
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ous eliisive but- Id 1- Immo
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si fh"3-’ PINY’ the roles ol lather, but she does hioe 84 Amer. ,
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,
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-.1 witha rctittlytnade
!ilia Theta Sorta its ,S.IS. ad .pled
him through the
t. throutfh the
.1
dernity parties. Stisana in Sept.
it constructie. 1--titer Parents’
The Foster Parents’
..t Minersa supplied the Thetas stills
to.rt to the
ture and case history of their
.1.1i..5;
during
’foster child.
As foster parents, the Thetis,

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: DICK KUSSMAN
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THE GENERAL FEELING
The Forty-Niner stated it is "generally felt" the sororita.s
moved off campus to test a law that will go into effect next September. The law forbids state college recognition of any organ,lion "which restricts membership on the basis of race, religion ..
MI t ional origin."
The Forty-Niner slid not report that the sororities were six.tifically suspended for violating school discrimination policies.
Instead, they were suspended for violating policy by moving rosh
headquarters off campus.

Thetas Adopt Child
From Philippines

I,

Faculty & Students

Cameras
Projectors

I HIS

’111, -

Special Discount
lust

I

; .i;
(’sass.,,,.

on

N.Y.
Just $240
$90 Denver

ninttitt

NO EVIDENCE OF DISCRIMINATION FOUND
No evidence of rucial or religious discrimination can be btnno
in copies of the Forty-Niner. Two articles in the paper pointed
that any group is selective in choosing its members. If i,I*1,,4IN
could join a group, the body would lose its identity.
Mrs. Lewis Hindley, public relations adviser for the sororities.
said, "We prefer to he able . . . to choose our membership ti.)m
all who wish to join is and support our ideals rather than its Ittel
%ye should choose anylokly who wished to join ..." She said anothei
reason for moving too of the school administration offices is that
it will save taxpayers money.

’Inc

Charter Flights

...sor

SUSPENDED FOR MOVING HEADQUARTERS
According to the LBS Foal y-Niner the sororities were SI/,pended for moving rush headquarters ttff campus. The place leligious or racial discrimination played in the suspension is ag,a’
Alpha Phi. Delta Delta Delta, Delta Zeta, Gamma Phi Beti.
Sigma Kappa and Zeta Tau Alpha are the suspended sororities.

ity
San .1.
iyith mato
Ankalit the ..
carry on t hes.

Faculty

Students

Pitor

siiia,,ao

i Tau Delta Phi
’ Will Hear Prof
Speak Tonight

18 HOLE REGLILAT1ON

Visit our
Sportswear Dept.
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Mr.

CLIP THIS AD

rifty’S
ss.

Vole Ibr3 $100

ItIll11,11lig
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OFF on
GET 10
Your Ski r1.

A 111"//,/,

2050 5.WHITE ROAD
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Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
at Newberry’s Cafeteria

IC.

open weekdays
Sat.
Illlitioll

..
s:

8 to 5

8

rErn. to 7 p.m.

Sundays 10 to 5

k
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Managers Meet Today

1V MTI.T

Frosh Harriers Seek Third Beavers Trample Cal -Hawaiians
NorCal Championship Win
.. aon and Bill
v.nrent, parradi
Myers.
Ilatchinson and Slemp have
made hig iiimps in the fbish line mainly due to determii:ed efforts ill last Satut day’s tunezip
I.ittle Frank, a half-miler non
,
melin

1..

ce

r

r1

If Wet
CONIPLETE TV RENTALS
g,oci mode, 21" Tv
P--,
f,r 510 a month. Includes
anJ

GEORGE RIOS
. . . most improved
Wheatland. ran 22:12 Saturday, a
minute and a ha :f faster than a
ininth ago.
Vincent, with some leg problems.
has not run his top race yet, but
could put out a top effort on the
-loping Tribe greenery.
Dunafon has Iheen loithered

Phone t2 ’,Tin offer 5

There

an

is

OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Exam:ned
Prescriptions Filled
Confact Lenses
Lenses Replaced
Frames Repaired

( ’ouch Bud Winter’, track team titles or a toil hour, whieheser
is a month away from completion eemes first.
of its fall cumlitioning program
There is no speed or individual
BankAmericards Welcome
and already things appear to be event training involved right now
going on schedule.
just distance running. The boys
Winter inaugurated an intensive work ant over the SJS cross-coundistance running program this try course daily.
year for his clutch of thinclads
Winter has been impressed with
which include sprinters, vaulters the hard work of some of his
and weightmen.
charge: so far.
87 E. San Antonio
The boy, hiee been on a gradAmong the top workers is Wayne
make
to
ual program designed
Hermen. a sophomore sprinter
11/2 Blocks from Science Bldg.
stopthem run 10 miles without
t mm Missouri. He:-men ran a 54.6
ping by the end of November, century as a frosh.
Phcne: 292-0507
t
e,,,
Ijo
I:717.n"
Ken Sehakellord, a Ireshman
quarter miler from Charter Oak
High School near Covina; John
Thompkins, a first -year discus
We wan; you to introduce the fabulous new Thrifty Dinner Club
thrower from San Bernardino:
Co._1( .0 toe coi:ege community. This dinner book contains 3::
leck (tough ii hat War: lion Bars:free dinners at local restawants. It is a welcome chance for a
spiints; Jim Beam, pop,
person to eat out and save money at the same time. In order
-.milt. and Jack Stranim. hurdles
to be the bearer of such happy news, please contact Mr. Taylor,
impriaoo,

1)r. 11111\ 1%1 (,()Gf )1.
14. 1.1) E. P(rr\\

Mono! Earners! You’re Needesl Now!

CV 8-6298, between 9 a.m.- I p.m.
Men and women are ’,aided!

SAVE MORE AT

Your Campus Super Market

99c
2-lb.
79c

2-1b.

?".!
It’J oz.
Ws’

6:.

instant 79c)

can

at. ral

LEL elopd(211

loaf

Stem & Pieces
2 -oz. can. I OC

’M’ILIISHROOMS
tr,

A
grape - orange
DitENKc
44,11 tropical-orange pineapple ’V
Stre:.

’

46-oz

S.100
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L’ is a/ NDORF KILPATRICKS

BRNAD octrcWellohelaoaft
APPLE CTER or JUICE
FROZEN PIES
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2 39c
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49’
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Wreghit3e1
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lug
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Poloists Sharpen Shooting
For Friday’s Stanford Tussle
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, Long Beach State Satt.lida. ulttrtiand Mike Rock caught a 15ing in the Tribe pool.
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Shitain Tana accounted for
the nation and both are undefeated
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Thousands of paperbacks
Thousands of texts
Plenty of school supplies

lb

lb

lbs.

Now Under One Roof
ROBERTS
Book

I

Store

330 S. 10th St.

Large SItctng

KING BEE SUPER

7 Sale Days-Wed. thru Tues., Oct. 30-Nov. 5-All Depts.
-- We Give Threlly Gerson Stamps Plenty of Parking
lOth & Keyes

(across from

4.1

men’s

5
$6.35 now $6.75 hider.
La Torre can be purchasaiii ii.frost
of Booistor & Cafeteria TISwwlew
10.30

12,30. Salesmen ’Wein a

living quarters Monday
sold at Stuchint AffaireF,Mdig..

Buy Now

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANN3UNCED
Savings up to 5.
mobile insurance a,
for married men
of age with tI ’ualty Indemnity
"Married r bracket are q,
,
COSSive
of risk involved
Campbell, Spartan
for the Exch,,,-40
men w1fh
a more reref,,, d
fewer accde--.
-There,ore h
for mature d,
For

WELCOME STRANGER-Back after a two-year absence is Gary
Gresham, currently competing for the regular guard position on
Stu Inman’s varsity basketball team. Gresham was first string
at SJS two years ago.

Plenty of Parking
Browsers Welcome

ellar,plf

age 22 with But
$10/20,000 P
85.000 and t.t,
,, 1r
about $169
swarm* comp, P.,
coral,’ Casualty h
about $83 less $14
a net of $69 (r.,
15 per cent dio;d.
saves about $10C
change. (Other
comparable savings,.
Campbell deLla..-1
unmarried men Or I
good driving rest,
over 15 per cent.
Call or wr1te is
Con to George ’
1885 The Alarned
Phone 244-9600.
-

SANTA CLARA
THEATER
FALL FINE ARTS
FILM FESTIVAL
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 30

UNION
BANK

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6
Sundays and Cybel
Academy Award Winner
Best Foreign Film
of the Year
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13

The Virgin Spring
Two Performances Nightly
7 AND 9 P.M.

dorms)

OPEN ’TIL 9 P.M.
3,,t
MON. THRU THURS. --Nr-

74PPg

Now on Sall, ,

Black Orpheus

WE FINALLY MADE IT!

It I;

Limited Supply,

In Spartan Pool

The San Jose State freshman
fioloists have an easy game this
afteinoon at 4 against James Lick
High in the Spartan pod. Bui.
things will be much rougher Friday night.
They will play two games in a
row for the second week in succession
against College of San
Mateo and the Stanford frosh.
Coach Lee Walton is a little
wurried o.er the whole idea. heinu.
its split:Meth, a til be facing
t wro of the top polo teams in the
Bay Area.
He will have to count on team
depth again as he did last week
When the ispattalMihr’S hagged t at
Wins hack -to -hark.
Jack I.ikins the team’s leading
-corer with 54 goals and (free
Buckingham. the leader in assist with nine. will be expected to carNI:kV-FOUND 5113 CE45
Pod, host ry most o: the of fens,
Tons ILIachistes played tail years ever
ii end for San Jose State v, it Moil
,coring a touchdown. Mot,
ackle this year. he caught a IT,pas,
vard
TD
tackle -eligible
SJS Opponents
:eaainsi 1.Vii-tilmtirn State.
FUMBLES
13
15
8
Own recovery
6
33
30
PUNTS
39.2
Average
35.6
from the
-19
PUNT RETURNS
17
4PIt
6.7
A .erage
8.5
KICKOFFS
17
23
SPARTAN
51.1
Average
58.4
PARKING CENTER
if ICK’FF R’T RNS
14
21
198
25.4
Average
141 SO. 4TH ST.
84
FIRST DOWNS
90
CALL 297-1655
50
46
Rushing
34
Passing
34
6
4
Penalties
RUSHING
lubrication.. sniqil rrymiira
259
Plays
226
1102
808
Gain
ti/ill,- 11111 11’ in CIIINSI’S
157
185
Loss
945
Net
623
NO CAI thf;r, FOR
PASSING
103
160
Attempts
witli
61
84
Completed
change
7
11
Had int’repfd
959
902
Net gain
SPARTAN
TOTAL OFFENSE
PARKING CENTER
362
386
Plays
1847
1582
Gain

CROSS RIB ROAST
eastern
SPARE RIBS Fresh
small meaty sides
0
$ol 00
BANANAS Rip
7
TOMATOES
31, 39’
rzdrces
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organize lieu activities
to replace the two-man stilleyhall
tournatnent. touch football and
tennis.
Touch football is nearing (Nanpletiun with the independent play-

us ill he to

offs beginning today and tenni, KeAnit:.;-irt(a:p(a.dvf(1.,,iiiiti,,.
has reached the guarter-linals ’off the ,o. 11,1 posin
round.
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!dere,’
-A" League team,. e
vompleted a shot t
aetkui Monday Iii touch football
(1,,
with the Heavers upsetting the
undefeated Cal-flassalialls 31 fem.-set%
I’M -Hawaiians,
The
had already clinched the league
champlonohlp last is
The Beavers Isanbed the Cal- plav emered

Season Statistics
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Spikers Working Hard in New
Frosh Splasiiers
Fall Track Training Program Battle James Lick
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at 3
with hip trouble sine,- the Cal
The agenda will include discusMeer. dropped 11011n
meet.
stun un
turkeytrot. free
after missing Saturday’s race
thtows. badminton. six-inan voiless h
ball. wiestling. ass miming, basketrunning four ball and other athletic activities
eshmen,
"1.11,
to n, w. Map down to ta-i
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ii Cal’s Jack leans spent the last two days,
i , .
rilf competition. sharpening their shooting eyes for
lit 1.,cals rue,. .tt to beat Price Friday night’s tus-le with Stan1rd at 8:30 in the SJS pool.
in tutu chances.
After a woeful six fir 32 effort
College of San Mateo and San
against 1.01. last week, San Jose
rough
be
t
allege
oil!
City
Jose
Stale must get hot from the field
The Jaguars have
east
rs.
to men present a challenge to the
last
their u hole squad back I
Indian’: nationally -ranked ti mn.
Colitert.111...
sisir’ Gulden 1.:111.
The Spartan% have a 33 per
chat1111/011,11111 team. led t, Bon
cent shouting average based on
Penniugt,m and Hen
143 fonds in 424 attempts. 111111.11
Among the high seimol runnel’,
10.1011 55 hit I.. required to oin
-ensational Mike Ryan, a junim
ball games. MJS has a 4-6 record.
tram Wilcox. will be hard t.i lo zit
Frank Earn., COnlinnes 1,, pace
Ryan trains on Coach I /can :Mil- the Spartan scorers with 13 goals
ler’s cross country ping till and in 33 zittempts for 95 per cent. Jim
just last week ran 9::10.6 over the Adams has 14 points. Dick Riddle
Stanford two-mile course.
hoi,,ts the best percentage among
The winner tomorrow will b,. the the regulars. hitting 12 of 21 for
backgrotir..’
the
has
team that
57 per cent.
distance running plus speed .
following a
Ilob flows.
eel’
,
the "short" two mile
...Log effort against UOP has
sa,es in 954 quarters of play.
The Spartans could have one

SANTA CLARA
THEATER
956 Franklin St

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED
UNION BANK’S
. Unique banking concepts?
. Individualized training program
. Opportunities for rapid
advancement?
Interviews: November 6

Make interview arrangements
at the Placement office
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SPARTAN DATI.T.-7

Intense Meeting of the Brothers Berry
SJS Student
Just Misses
Perfect Game

The
Competitors

p,14at ant to find out how to
within Iwo pins of howling
Roger Andera perfect game, ask
to give you an
son. He’ll be able
accurate account.
Anderson. a San Jose State stuTuesday
dent. 1),,%1 led a 298 game
morning tn Mr. Hubbard’s 10:30
Intermediate Bowling Class at
Downtown Bowl.
major
A sophomore engineering
rolled 11
Anderson
Fremont.
from
consecutive strikes before leaving
last ball
two pins standing on his
perfect 300
to just miss bowling a
score.
In another game, Anderson authored a 220 score. Bill Porter was
bowling with Anderson during both
games.

(at left)
Age

18

Ht.

5-10

Yr.

Soph

175

BOB BERRY

Mumby at

Age

3:30 p.111.

room Varsity and
Fri ails grapplers are needed for the
.-fort hcoming
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(at right)
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It doesti t matter ss bet her you
:ire big or small. San Jose State
, vvrestling team can use you.
ost ling is one of the tow
I
where men of chile’ esit
weights and sizes can participate
1,1 opponent, of the same size
,orupetitive. grueling sport.
The Spartan team has been
win-king out fi’m four weeks in MI
2117Anyone interested in coming
:
d Ia squad should contact

KEN BERRY
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Matmen Prep
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Natural Drawing Card

’Ken Really Wants To Beat His Brother’
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Saturday, Eugene, Ore, natives
may witness the greatest drawing
card in that area since Evangelist
Billy Sunday roared through condemning the "hard stuff" in the
1920’s.
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WELCOME STRANGER-Back after a two-year absence is Gary
Gresham, currently competing for the regular ;mord position on
Stu Inman’s varsity basketball team. Gresham was first string
at SJS two years ago.
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’Ken Really Wants To Beat His Brother’
Ry DAVE NEWHOUsE
Saturday, Eugene, Ore, natives
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card in that area since Evangelist
Billy Sunday roared through condemning the "hard stuff" in the
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Special Student Halloween
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Bus Tickets Are Still Available
for
San Jose State
U. of Oregon Football Game
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141 South 3rd St.

Separate Tickets also Available for the Hootenanny,
Eugene Hotel, Nov. 2nd
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All Colors
Many Other Styles

10th St

Across

from

men’s

The finest selection in sport shirts
Name Brands
Pendleton Shirts, Jackets, and Sweaters
RQugh Rider Slax and Sportcoats
BRAD WHITNEY ORIGINALS
Slar:tt, and Sportconts

.0.111’

35¢
(with sauerkraut or chili)

89e
Shrimp Boat
99¢
Chicken
1/2 -Lb. Salisbury Steak 99e

990
$1.25
89¢

4014

Ban jos-Lessons

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC
CY 7 1817
446,4044030661,1:4....,
y4.,

111114 W San Cartes

Phone CY 4-8344

WESTERN HOEDOWN

11,114 114111111,

SPOSETO FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE

NI,.

BIG JUMPBob Davis, 190’ pound sophomore, was promoted from third to first string for
a standout performance against
Idaho Saturday. Coach Bob
Tifchenal made the move Monday. Davis is from Orland.

COTTON SEED CLARK

"’"’"To

rf,t

(’

II

111 ’,II....

FOLK

If a college man wears it, Rapport’s has it!

6.

dorm’

Lt

11.1,1

5.ri/11111.1

CY

tittl

1)41

STORE FOR MEN

241 co ,,t RAPPORT’S

45;
450

it,t1L,

t1.11

lottilltirt

:Ifl

Complete LEVI Line

DrOgr’11

59¢

Fishwich
B.B.Q. Beef
Foot -long Hot Dog

BIG BEN
ilLtrr:tt...ts

(.0rduroys

59c
89c

Shrimp Sandwich

460 E. Williams Between 10 & 11.

call 293-6204 for Reservations

I its

Jose

Try our newly featured Pizza and Dinners

Ticket Sales at 411 So. 5th St.

THE

25¢
39¢

Beef Burgers

Chuck Burgers
Steak Burgers
Steak Sandwich

Bus Leaves 10:00 p.m., Friday, Nov. I

or

Sci,

You should try the CharBroiled Specialties

All Expenses included in Ticket Price

12:00

Bnssk bc, School L:orary

and his T.V. Gang

too

*

*

*

Friday, November 1st
*
*
DANCING and ENTERTAINMENT

from 9:00 P.M - 2:00 A.M.

NAPREDAK HALL

4."
,0

Lawrence Station Rd.
Santa Clara
*
*
*
$2.00 PER PERSON CASUAL DRESS

CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
Ito

r"c" "
1
I 1111101O
0

NO

nt door)
*
*
*
1.01.11. al LpAr hAt

1,11111111111MOrn

s-’4PS1(1’ AN 11111.1’

Profs Meet at Davis
,
To Discuss Education

Fellowship Award
Aids Research

fellon’ship award is
Eleen elementary
education
available for graduate students nreru-ssors from San Jose State!
Iligersit of California at ’
faculty members of college \ is
ecruitment and placement ;iccording to Dr. E. IA’. Clemee.
p. li.,
1.11s-n
lireel or
I.
A

$1.200

Final Resolutions
Passed by Council

,

Christie,

.I

-At to. si5ti1S4,1151

(’oliege

-tern

he-

ehrican hi

t

IS

ih

he tilidosoptiy.
practice s. a nd ithjeci.
recruitment anti placetneid
Anyone interested may obi .
ba
I.’ I.
fillinroa,!!!Ii
Clement,
’rho award I,,,-,,
re -d!
on holding other employree,
The final date tor
i, rico. 2
it

Davis for the annual meeting of
the California Association for Student Teaching last weekend.
Dr. William S. Wagner. professor of elementary education and
president of the northern section
! ,1 the group, Tayside&
The group compared the old and
110%%* academic programs and the
changes which will take
place in
The Fveully ()allied of San Jose college edueation departments artstate passed its final resolutions der the Fisher bill.
’,fore disbanding and both were
One point brought out at the
meeting was that no education
proclamat bus
t hanks.
Professor Alden Smith was courses will be offered during the
!mated for "the many hours of first four years for both elementliersonal time and effort spent . . ary and secondary majors. Anla furthering the interests of the other, the period for student teachI:wilily and the college."
ing will be cut down -rum a full
1.1. t;ertrisle Corcoran." the semester to about a quarter seresollition stated, "haslmester, according to Dr. Wagner.
...1 ,!!): !listinction and honor
San Jose State professors at’.1 the Faculty Colin- !ending were: Miss Lois Brainard,
Irs. Mary D. Nikkei, and Drs.
Virginia C. Barnes, Charles C.
I arter, Jane Hebler, Arthur W.
I hiding, John Hofstrand, Vergil 11.
liftighes. William R. Rogers, and
Washington.

I

THE TRAVELING
HOOTENANNY W omen Swimmers
To Meet Stanford
Slat 14

LOU GOTTLIEB
er

the

MODERN FOLK QUARTET
LYNN GOLD
BESSIE GRIFFIN &
THE GOSPEL PEARLS
KNOB LICK -UPPER 10,000
Tonight at 8:30
S , Jose Civic Aucl.
"

tot on tale at

WENDELL WATKINS
BOX OFFICE 89 So. 1st,
CY 3-6252
ALL SEATS RESERvED $200

Now
Showing

orien’s swimming tem,
inford in a dual meer
,!lio at Stanford,
women on the SJS team
Chris Johnson. Kathy M!’Ann Katz, Sally Edson
iIh
Werson, Rosie le Page.,
.eanne Grohel, Carol Schultz. Suel
l’itt Yvonne Hodge, Cheryl Crux.,11. Greta von Ulhit, Lin Gray.
The sponsor is Dr. Lois Kruger.
.1 the women’s RE. Department
!nd tIldllagtd’ is Slit" Ile Vries.

Continuous

SAN JOSE’S

Shows Daily

rttesit

From 12:/5

THEATRE!
CY. 3-1953

It’s all about Mary, Mary -her clever
husuand end his slinky fiancee!

De3Bie4’\it
Reyriws

Club Shows
Las t Year’s Film
Of ASU-SJS Game
Films of last year’s Arizona
State-SJS football game will be
shown tomorruw in 1A912 at 11:30
a.m.
Sponsor of the free film is the
Industrial Arts Club.
Bob Balcom, club president, invites all students.

Former SJS Grad
In Cafe Capers

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimumlines
Two
One time

2
3
4
5

One time
505 a line

1 Three times
25t a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addtl line

Five times
205 a line

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.75

1.00

.50

p

The second edition of the Rule
magazine for the fall semester
will be on sale Monday and Tuesday.
The staff of the Rule promises
(,11111111:11 Pill of the policy Ilich
-.!!!!!, to make the ottitEatint

the engineering building.

Featured articles in this issue
include ’Government Contract s,’
by John Sartori and "Rapid Transit for the Hay Area."
The technical article for Ihis
iSSLIC will be "The Thermionic Conto -11 not Just to engineering slit- \ viler," by Scott
Luebers. The
.1ttits. but to all students in any article is concerned with convertriiiijor field."
ing sunlight to direct electricity.
Circulation and Public Relations
DIN -UP NAMED KELLEY
I /ireetor for the Rule, John StirAlso included will be a report on
:or!. announced that the October
1,-,ue of the Rule was a sell-out. A "Engineering Open House and
ii tither of copies will be reserved Careers Day 1963," career oppor!or eaellisive sale at the Spartan tunities, and student societies for
I:ookstore for those who find it engineering majors.
Highlight of the issue will he
.neomenient to obtain a copy in
tile Engineering Building, Sartori "Dimensions of the Month" ft-tutoring Margaret Kelley.
-aid.
FEATURED ARTIt’I.F:ti
Rule magazine, published by the
’rile Bute will be on sale in the engineering division of SJS. costs
,I,by and at ti,
II tntranee 1,1 25 rents fie: isue.

FOP DISPI AY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
FROM I 20 TO 420. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.
CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
Announcements It I
Automotive

2/

For Sale( 1 1

Help Wattled 14/
1 Housing 151

n

fl Serylcsee (8)

1.1 Lost and Found (6

a Aern ep sive Corp: 111:1Goo dyer

jors in met:hank-al, electrieal and
,11,1, -trial engineering, math, mei
phy,ic,.

Trophy Awarded
To ROTC Member

Sis

VS.

Oregon

Air Forcr,

VS.

Army

Notre Dame

vs.

Navy

Illinois

VS.

Purdue

Pittsburgh

vs,

Syracuse

Mich. State

vs.

Wisconsin

$

Run Ad For 2/1/4/S Days (Circle One)
Check No,

Nam*

City

Phone

S

Newman Club Moral billets’s.
4:30 pro.. 79 S. Filth St.
Committee, 3:30 p.m .
Nally
II :2.
Phi Omega, 7 p.m., Col kg,’ tniiin.
7:30 p.m., 1344.
Pershing
,
!Spartan CM, 6:30 p.m., C1-1166.

Taii Dena rid. 7:30
1117, pledges, 113
\\4.),
’1iLmen’
W

actives,

p.111.,

Wing,

p.m.,

4:30

Lilt

Pi Lambda Theta. 6 p.m.. M.
For Advancement (it
soeiet

or university with the moron’s It ’i-ltd
outstanding MEM’ graduate.
Le l’ersItt Fr:immix, 4:30 pia
Officials of the Hughes Aircraft rafetcria Roods A.
to
the
(0., presented the trophy
111110. 8 pill.. 79 S. Fifth St.
l)u.partment of the Army in WashRelations (lid), 7 p.m..
m.eek.
ington, 1).C..
c.,t,deria Room 13,
Winner of thi: Itsrphy at II he
selected ouch

t.1
HOMECOMING
IS
PARTY TIME
Distinctive cocktail dresses for
special occasion in a aide
Iany
selection of fabrics, styles and

colors. All priced to fit your
budget, from SI 5.95.

/--)11 ily ’t

185 S. lit Strr., I

Ii.un tantlitl:tleEt
Seii‘rd-r

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

partments in 217 e.11eges and universities:.
The trophy will he awarded to
the year’s outstanding cadet and
displayed at his school for one
ytt;tr

Brand New
Pendleton
short and
long sleeve
ivy shirts

2

FOR

1

SLACK SALE.
4 h

WANTED:

.s

CONTRACT,

Now on at GIRL WANTED
,.
reef.
I 41 f 0 1,1
;;:d/
’ WANT TO SELL CONT,.’

. .
OREGON

APPROVED

GIRLS

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill

4

1

GAME
I

APPROVED HOUSIN(
FOR MAN. -I’
GIRL ROOMMATE

ALETOMOTIVI (2)
A H. SPRITE

GIRL’S APPROVED
’TRACT. Chez N
sd,o I Ash I. r 1/-nnn

MONZA,

63

n. 6.- $224. 1WOMEN’S

;

2

14

I

HOLZ_

APPROVED co -PACT -

MEN’S UNAPPROVED -,L..SNS
CONTRACT FOR SALE. .

VOLKSWAGEN

ADDRESS

S open to all nalinibeil of tee SJS faculty end student body, pith the
exception of members ot the Spatter, Daily editorial and edrtlyino staffs Winner
ibt .esnon a (tee. sound-trip ticket on Pacific Southwest Airlines between Sun Fsn
Cisco and I,/ Anoeles 000d until hoe Winne, ein be notified by the Wednesdey
twin./
e.//h nntest

1897 ALUM ROCK AVE.

’-, .-t. oor,d. new

’’"

’

55 FORD V.B. VICTORIA, Pen- r- ; . . , ..
s,7,:, r, r / l,.4i.,J1
,.
( s,
’
VW CONV.
-I Bettered I ROOMMATE NEEDED:
,, .,..., .,. 1.:
r.,
...

eVer

GIRL

LOST AND FOUND (6/

54 AUSTIN HEALEY

y
Pendleton’s gone
league --the classic loot, Ii
gentlemen young in spirit!
shirt is liew, but the exacting standards of quality
have been maintained by
Pendleton since 1863. Checks,
plaids and tartans return color -bright after machine wash%t am sneral pating.

WANTED

3 -ROOM UNFURN APT
r- s sdS

VW.

’62

it

--- I GIRL ROOMMATE

’57 FORD:

62

A

.,. i:’,..--1,5:5$738215’,.! MALE ROOMMATES NEI-ID

!

II

terns.
Shoo And

- THIS WEEK’S COLLEGE SPECIAL Students!
This coupon entitles you to:
Small pizza
Mt off reg. price
Medium pizza
50c off reg. price
Large pizza
750 off reg. price

2 BEDROOM APTS.
t - 1 s
’374- ’6."‘"-’----’
-WOMEN’S APPROVED 2./.?T’0401-

4 CV.

RENAULT

56

All enfrie., most be in the boxes in the Spartan
Boo -,tore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon

"The home of the golden pizza"

Address

79

Ntanagement, I ield trip. 2 p.m.
IIITMVA and oak le,tes will le
Math Club, 1230 Ii ill..hil/J11
imirreled each ye.ii: to the eolieee
Capyrh, 2.30 p.m., Care

LOST, 10/20: e

HONDA C.110.
.. 4
FOB SALE Ill

10E,

SUPERFLUOUS

DISCOUNT

HAIR REMOVED. II
R. E. 210 S. Pu

Electrolys,. Nawe o

,VEODING

294 4499.

II ntAtioris

,
T PARACHUTE

AUTO INSURANCE kr
e I
Chet_Betley
TV RENTALS
BID Lr..LL-,

HELP WANTED 141
BABYSITTFR
AND

SENIOR

MEN

Innq

$14.95

.

PA PI

246.246
’

Phone 79? ’4E7

I
JUNIOR

Family Restaurant

Starting Oaf

’411:rnal.i,".

r.:1141*/

One Entry

SIMPLE SIMON

Enr.losd

Women’s field hockey, 9:30 p.m .
playing livid near Music Building
§
()rchenk dance krnuP. 7 P.m

63 LAMBRETTA.

Transportation (9)

Letters and Spcos for Each

p.m

Niit lihn4,

Model

i

.’

Print your ad hems

(Count 3

ToB.1V:

than Pal In_ did -

!complete with golden

11J

Spartaguide

.r best

PHONE
Personals (71

in chemical, mechanical imil industrial engineering, anti othertuli
only.
nical fields in

(NOTE: Circle the expected winner and indicate
the probable score).

-

--------

for

Factory Ineursinc. Assn.: maj.,r.

I. ’heck

tional requirements are 10.!\%
able tor transfer student, ow
came this fall with 00 !ir
semester units of civil’,
"Farrebique,’ tu French docu- check lists may be picked di, in
mentary film, is the featured ADM102.
Cheek lists for transfer students
classic film to be shown today at
with less than 90 sell! --let linos
3:30 and 7 p.m. in T1155.
will be mailable late!
Written and directed by Georges
Rouquier. the film molds the rural
Spcicil Student Rates s_
life cycle it records, and its inTYPEWRITERS
vented incidents enhance its reRental and Sal"
ality.
MODERN OFFICE
Sharing the screen with "FarMACHINES CO.
reliique" will be "White Mane,"
124 E. San Fernando
iiS28)
tile story of a boy’s love for a
wild horse. Also a French film. .00000000:4^.4130’we
d
’White Mane" was photographed
in the Camargue reHon of Southern Fr:MN..

55 CHEVROLET E

NAME
2081

all majors
pharmaceu t ic a I sales.

Rule Magazine Coming,
in-Up Girl Featured

GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF NOV. 1-2

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

tem lens.
TO111011110W:
Pitman -Moore:

Faculty To Hear
Vote Results Nov

PSA WEEKLY FLYING
FOOTBALL CONTEST

Plus Co -Hit: "ROOMMATES’

iuiti’rS ir%ts art’ mid iii
303 S. Ninth SI. J: iiiii ar) graduilia ales are 11-14111.-A
111 HIP 1.1,14.4.1111.111
Office, Aft11134, prior to the In-

and Space
Herm VVyatt, member of the l National Aeronantles
1111,j01s in Man. Bay City Minstrels Choral Group, ’ AdM11111%trid11111:
trical and mechanical engineering,
Mil be featured at this week’sl
PhYsit’al
Physic’,
Cafe Capers, tomorrow, in the! aermautl".
! chemistry.
Cafeteria from 2:30-3:30 p.m.
Combining folk, calypso and : Erns
I) "
’ Ernst : account
t .1:
spiritual music in his own style,
filaj!!!Wyatt has played at the Safari I maie unk,
Rot in Tin Pan Alley, and other’
Ilay Area spots.
Wyatt was graduated from SJS
in 1960 and is presently a law en A
forcement officer in San Jose. He
was a star high jumper at SJS
and played locally with Cal and
The result
the university of Santa Clara.
Council electiusuni’villitili;
Cafe Capers is sponsored by the at a general faculty meeting MonSocial Affairs Committee.
. . in Concert !tail
day at 3:30 pm
Also on the agenda is ilkeirssion
,if the Chancellor’s propi,sal tor
salary increases, the plan for di version of students, and the proliferation of courses and curricula.
t I i ii it,)
The year-round smi.y
!dimmer session salaries %; LI dim.
he discussed.

Spaztan2)aili
BARRY NELSON -DANE McBA1N
MICHAEL RENNIE MERVYN

Job
JobI)

G.E. Check Lists

French Film
Here Today

-EXPERT TYPING SERVICE
15
Day ra
,
p,,..
, .n TYPING 454
Wenner. 32’ 0441 i ..-

"

1.

RELIABLE TYPING

limE TELEPHONE SOLICITORS

AUTO. LIFE. FIRE INSURANCE
I /.
In .1 I
.0

/Tr A 7.
PAPI

Art Martinez
290 SOU1H FIRST St.
Use your Bankamerocard or
th First Netional Chargo Plan
All ptkinq tiriosts validated
Open Mon.. Thurs., Fri. Nils,

TIME

PAP! "(IMF

OFFICE

GIRL ’WANTED

RIDE WANTED

4-30 TO 8 30

H A Srl EP WANT D
,

I/

HOUSING ( 5/
UNAPPROVED

/

P.

-In

at

S,
,wrs.

TRANSPORTATION ItI

Nee.
Ifi41/1101

To plots an ad:
Call et Spartan DAY
o
I 30 Jiu
Ad Office, Mt.
order Ida
handy
ti
Send
Enclose cash

No obese

